
The driver’s brake valve  

 

 

The driver’s brake valve corresponds to the main control device of the pneumatic brake: it is used by the driver 
to control the pressure variations in the BP.  

The driver’s brake valve has strongly changed since the beginning of the pneumatic brake, but its principle 
remained unchanged. We’ll explain these operating principles, then we’ll see shortly the main types of driver’s 
brake valves, and to close this chapter we’ll present a more detailed description of the PBA/PBL type, the most 
used type on SNCF vehicles. 

The UIC 541’03 leaflet defines the main requirements. 

 

Operating principles 

The driver’s brake valve makes it possible to modulate the pressure in the BP, thus to control train braking 
from the active driving cab. 

It has three main positions: coasting, graded application and graded release. 

On coasting position, it supplies the BP at the operating pressure (5 bar nominal for UIC): brakes are released. 

On graded application position, the driver’s brake valve decreases the pressure in the BP to require brake 
application. 

On graded release position, the driver’s brake valve increases the pressure in the BP to require partial or 
complete brake release. Air is drawn in the main reservoir of the motor vehicle – eventually through the Main 
Reservoir Pipe (MRP). 

In order to ensure a good pilotability of the brake, most of the driver’s brake valves – in particular the modern 
ones – are based on a control circuit controlling a relay valve. The control circuit is made of a small reservoir 
(few liters) – the equalizing reservoir (ER) – in which the pressure is modulated by means of the brake handle 
(either directly, or by means of an electropneumatic circuit). 

The small volume of the ER makes it possible to easily and precisely adjust its pressure. The pressure in the 
ER then acts on the control input of a relay valve (see corresponding page) that has a ratio of 1, this relay 
valve reproducing in the BP the pressure variation realized in the ER by means of the brake handle. This, 
when stabilized, ER and BP pressures are always equal. During brake application, the ER pressure tends to 
decrease faster than the BP pressure, the BP then “catching up” the ER. During brake release, the ER 
pressure tends to increase faster than the BP pressure. 

Some driver’s brake valves also have a quick brake application position, that can be considered as an 
emergency braking position: on this position, the BP pressure drop is faster, and the BP is completely vented. 

  



Main characteristics 

The main characteristics of the driver’s brake valve are the following. 

 Brake quietness 

The driver’s brake valve ensures brake quietness by performing BP pressure variations according to gradients 
that are compatible with admissible jerks (see the page on brakeing dynamics). 

Thus UIC defines that the driver’s brake valve shall make it psosible to realize a pressure drop of 1.5 bar in the 
BP within a time of 6 to 1à seconds (3 to 5 seconds for SNCF applications), this for a BP volume of 25 liters. In 
addition, the driver’s brake valve shall make it possible to increase the BP pressure – of a volume of 25 liters – 
from 3.5 bar to 0.4 bar under the operating pressure within a time of 3 to 5 seconds (SNCF requirement). 

First pressure drop with quick venting gradient 

When the pressure in the BP is equal to the operating pressure (brakes released), the first brake application 
step is performed by the driver’s brake valve in form of a quick first pressure drop in the BP (first quick 
gradient) associated to a minimum pressure drop of 0.5 bar (first pressure drop) from this operating pressure. 

This way of working makes it possible to ensure a pressure drop that is sufficiently sharp to exceed the 
sensitivity level of the distributor valves, thus to guarantee a locking of control reservoirs of the latter (see page 
on the distributor valve) and then the brake initiation on all vehicles on the train. Moreover a pressure drop of 
0.5 bar makes it possible to ensure a frank brake activation that provides a real braking sensation for the driver 
(that is always reassuring…). 

Reset 

During brake release by BP pressure increase, control reservoirs of the distributor valves are unlocked (and in 
relation again with the BP) at a pressure of ca 0.15 bar under the operating pressure. In order to avoid the BP 
pressure to remain in prolonged between 0.15 bar under the operating pressure and this operating pressure - 
and thus avoiding that the next braking phase is initiated from a lower value than the operating pressure, 
reducing that much braking efficiency – the driver’s brake valve ensures that as soon as this value of 0.15 bar 
under the operating pressure is reached, the end of brake release  (increase up to the operating pressure) is 
performed automatically, without need for the driver to maintain the brake handle on brake release position. 

Brake moderability 

The driver’s brake valve ensures the moderability for brake application as well as for brake release. It is then 
possible to modulate the BP pressure in a way that is sufficiently precise to enable a certain number of 
pressure steps (corresponding to the same number of brake demands): 

• From the first pressure drop down to the maximum service braking (which corresponds to a pressure 
drop of 1.5 bar) for brake application. 

• From the maximum service braking up to reset during brake release.  

Automaticity 

The driver’s brake valve main characteristic is to supply the BP from the MRP. However the pneumatic brake, 
as any brake system, shall guarantee the automaticity (see page on the railway braking basic principles). 

  



This is the reason why the BP filling flow of the driver’s brake valve from the MRP is limited in order to comply 
with the following requirements: 

• This flow makes it possible to ensure efficient brake release without loosing time, so as to rssime 
traction quickly in good conditions. 

• This flow makes it possible to compensate the natural leakages on the BP during train operation, in 
order to avoid unintended brake applications. 

• This flow remains insufficient to impede a pressure drop of at least 1.5 bar (maximum service braking) 
in the BP in case of breakage on the latter at any point in the train: this corresponds to guaranteing the 
brake automaticity. 

 Neutral  

The driver’s brake valve is generally equipped with a neutral position that makes it possible to detect leakages 
on the BP during train assembly. This neutral position consists in interrupting the capacity of the driver’s brake 
valve to supply the BP: observation of the BP manometer then enables to check the leakage level on this pipe, 
and to determine if this level remains within the admissible tolerances to operate the train without a risk to 
initiate unintended but irreversible brake application (as air flow is limited: see above). 

Overcharge 

As the operating pressure of 5 bar necessary presents associated tolerances, the driver’s brake valve of a 
vehicle does not set this operating pressure exactly at the same value than the driver’s brake valve of another 
vehicle. 

However when a vehicle (or a group of vehicles) is separated from a train, the BP is fully vented in order to 
require brake application – and also to enable uncoupling of BP flexible hoses in safety for the operation 
agent: the control reservoir of the distributor valve being locked, it stores a pressure equal to the operating 
pressure set by the driver’s brake valve of the vehicle which ensured braking control before separation. 

When the vehicle (or group of vehicles) is connected to another vehicle equipped with a driver’s brake valve 
that sets the BP operating pressure at a different value, it is possible that at first brake release some control 
reservoirs do not unlock, the pressure stored in the latter being higher than the operating pressure of the train 
in which they have been incorporated. 

This is the reason why the driver’s brake valve integrates an overcharge function that makes it possible to 
momentarily increase the BP pressure by 0.4 bar over the operating pressure: this enables to certainly unlock 
all control reservoirs, and to reinitialize them at the same pressure value on the whole train. The overcharge 
pressure being reached, the driver’s brake valve slowly assimilates the overcharge (with a gradient that is 
lower than the insensitivity of the distributor valves: see the corresponding page) in order to come back to the 
operating pressure. 

Filling stroke / High flow release 

In order to speed up brake release on long trains, the driver’s brake valve of locomotives is generally equipped 
either with a filling stroke function, of with a high flow release function. 

The filling stroke function consists in supplying, during a limited time, the BP directly with the MRP (thus at a 
pressure of 8 to 9 bar) in order to initiate a faster pressure increase in the BP. This function, essentially 
designed at the time of triple valves to ensure their frank switching to brake release and the quick filling of 
auxiliary reservoirs, is however less and less used because of damages it can provoke on some components, 
and its bad tendency to sometimes overcharge the control reservoir of some distributor valves (although most 
of the today’s distributor valves are equipped with a protection of control reservoir against filling stroke). 

  



The high flow release function consists in enabling the BP filling from the MRP at a flow that is higher than the 
normal one, in order to speed up the BP pressure increase. The pressure remains however limited to the 
operating value, which avoids overcharging of control reservoirs of the distributor valves. In addition, as this 
higher supply flow does not guarantee automaticity any more (see above), high flow release function is 
automatically limited in time. 

 

The main types of driver’s brake valves 

Two main types of driver’s brake valves exist: 

• The analogic (or manometric) driver’s brake valves – The BP pressure variation is a function of the 
brake handle position within the braking range. This pressure variation is automatically stopped when 
the BP pressure reaches the value corresponding to the position of the brake handle. 

• The impulse control driver’s brake valves – The BP pressure variation is a function of the time during 
which the brake handle is kept on the brake application or brake release positions. The BP pressure 
variation is automatically stopped when the brake handle is brought back (manually, or automatically 
when released) on the coasting position. 

The analogic driver’s brake valves are the most commonly used in the world, as their driving ergonomics 
appears to be the most natural. In France, only some vehicles are equipped with such a type of driver’s brake 
valve (TGV-SE, Z2N and TER2N). They can be controlled either in a pure pneumatic way, or by means of 
analogic (TGV-SE and Z2N / TER2N) or digital electronics (microprocessor based electronic unit). 

Impulse type driver’s brake valves can be found essentially on SNCF rolling stock, as well as on series in 
SNCB or on foreign rolling stocks designed by the French railway industry and based on SNCF design (e.g. 
TGV for Korea or AVE for Spain). 

SNCF called the modern impulse type driver’s brake valve with the term of “presse-bouton” (push button). 
Indeed, even if the control is ensured by means of a rocking brake handle, the control principle is equivalent to 
using two push-buttons (one for brake application, one for brake release) during the time necessary to reach 
the required pressure in the BP. Thus appeared the denominations of PBL (“Presse-Bouton Locomotive”, for 
locomotives) and PBA (“Presse-Bouton Automotrice”, for EMUs and DMUs). Previously, the most commonly 
used impulse type driver’s brake valve on SNCF rolling stock was the famous H7A, which is still in operation 
on some ancient series of locomotives on the way out or/and that have not been upgraded with PBL type 
driver’s brake valves. 

 

 

H7A type driver’s brake valve 

 



Operation of the PBL/PBA type driver’s brake valve 

 

Preliminary note – The operation described under doesn’t cover all the PBA and PBL type driver’s brake valves, those having been 
subject to several design evolutions since the first versions beginning of the years 1970. The descriptions under thus concern only the 
most recent versions, complying with last SNCF requirements. Nevertheless, basic principles have not been changed, only additional 
functions (neutral, overcharge, etc…) having been modified. 

 

The PBA/PBL driver’s brake valve is an impulse type driver’s brake valve, electrically controlled. 

 

 

PBD (similar PBA) type driver’s brake valve installed on a motor car of an RGV2N2 (very high speed trainset) 

 

Its pilot circuit is made of an ER in which the pressure is controlled by means of two magnet valves (one for 
brake application, one for brake release). The operating pressure is set thanks to a pressure reducing valve. 

The ER pressure controls a relay valve with a ratio of 1, which vents or supplies the BP from the main 
reservoir or the MRP. 

The first pressure drop and reset functions are ensured by a pressure switch, which hysteresis is set to 
guarantee both the value of first pressure drop (0.5 bar) and the value for the reset (0.15 bar under the 
operating pressure). The first quick pressure gradient of the first pressure drop is ensured by means of a small 
reservoir (less than 1 liter) – called first pressure drop reservoir – which ensures a quick drain in the ER during 
the first brake step, then remains full until the next full release. 

The neutral function is ensured by means of a dedicated valve controlled by a magnet valve, the latter being in 
turn controlled by a switch on the driver’s desk (general case) or a specific position of the brake handle (TGV-
AT / R / PBA / PBKA). This valve is integrated between the relay valve and the BP to impede supply of BP by 
the relay valve) or on the supply of the relay valve by the main reservoir (or the MRP). 



Overcharge is performed by increasing the pressure setting of the pressure reducing valve thanks to a small 
overcharge reservoir supplied by a magnet valve that is controlled by a push-button on the driver’s desk, the 
reservoir being vented by a slow venting valve. 

A pressure switch enables, at driving cab activation, to automatically supply the BP up to 3 bar, so that a first 
filling of the train is ensured without need to keep the brake handle on the brake release position, enabling the 
driver to save time for other operations. 

Activation 

At driving cab activation, the MRP pressure opens the neutral valve through the neutral magnet valve, which is 
de-energized. The MRP pressure also supplies the pressure reducing valve, which check valve provides an 
output at 5 bar. 

The activation pressure switch requires closing of its lower contact (the pressure delivered by the pressure 
reducing valve being higher than that in the ER, which is empty at activation). This contact energizes both the 
brake application and brake release magnet valves to ensure filling of the ER. 

The main relay valve receives the ER pressure on its control input, which leads to open the check valve and fill 
the BP. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: activation phase 

 

  



When the switches threshold (3 bar) of the activation pressure switch is reached, the brake release magnet 
valve is de-energized, so that filling of the ER is stopped. The balance is done by the main relay valve, which 
stops filling the BP at 3 bar. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: stabilized at 3 bar 

 

  



Graded brake release 

To release brakes partially, BP pressure shall be increased. This is obtained by the driver when placing the 
brake handle on the brake release position, which effect is to energize the brake release magnet valve and 
increase the pressure in the ER. 

Increase of the ER pressure leads again to unbalance the main relay valve, which check valve opens to fill the 
BP. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: graded brake release 

 

  



When the driver releases the brake handle, the latter come back on the coasting position and stops the filling 
of the ER: the pressure in the latter stabilizes at the current value, and it is the same for the BP pressure by 
closing of the check valve in the main relay valve when ER and BP pressure are equalized. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: brake release step 

 

  



Reset and full brake release 

When the driver keeps the brake handle on the brake release position, the BP pressure increases until it 
reaches the operating value of 5 bar. 

When near of the operating pressure, the first pressure drop / reset pressure switch status is modified and it 
energizes the brake release magnet valve to finish the release, when the brake application magnet valve is de-
energized to vent the first pressure drop reservoir. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: reset 

 

  



When the pressure of 5 bar is reached, the check valve of the main relay valve closes and the pressure in the 
BP is kept at the operating pressure of 5 bar. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: brake released position 

 

The system is self-regulated: in case of leakage on the BP, the ER pressure requires re-opening of the check 
valve of the main relay valve to supply the BP until the pressure in the latter is re-equalized with the ER 
pressure. 

  



First pressure drop 

In order to require brake application from the brake released position, the driver places the brake handle on 
the brake application position. 

From the brake application position, this operation de-energizes the brake release magnet valve, which leads 
to put in communication the ER with the first pressure drop reservoir, and at the same time with atmosphere 
through the brake application magnet valve (which de-energized). Filling of the first pressure drop reservoir 
leads to a sudden drain in the ER, which generates a quick first pressure drop in the ER (quick first gradient). 
The BP pressure drops down quickly in parallel, the unbalance of pressures in the main relay valve leading to 
vent the BP through the hollow rod which is no more positioned against the check valve. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: first pressure drop 

 

  



When the switching threshold of the first pressure drop / reset pressure switch is reached (0.5 bar), the brake 
release magnet valve is de-energized when the brake application magnet valve is energized: the ER pressure 
is stabilized at 0.5 bar under the initial operating pressure, which leads to stop the pressure drop in the BP as 
soon as the balance is obtained in the main relay valve (the hollow rod comes back again against the check 
valve). 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: brake application step 

 

  



Graded brake application 

In order to increase brake application, the driver keeps the brake handle on the brake application position, 
which leads to de-energize the brake application magnet valve, thus to decrease the ER pressure. The BP 
pressure drops down in parallel, the hollow rod of the main relay valve being no more applied on the check 
valve and enabling to vent the BP. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: graded brake application 

 

  



When the driver releases the brake handle, the latter comes back automatically on the coasting position: the 
brake application magnet valve is re-energized, which leads to stop pressure decrease in the ER. The BP 
pressure is equalized with the ER one, the hollow rod of the main relay valve coming back against the check 
valve as soon as pressures balance is reached. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: brake application step 

 

  



Neutral activation 

Placing the adequate switch on the "Neutral" position energized the neutral magnet valve. The latter vents the 
control circuit of the neutral valve, which in turn closes due to MRP pressure. 

It is then impossible to increase the pressure in the BP, as the air supply of the main relay valve cannot be 
ensured any more: any brake release action is thus without effect. 

However, it remains always possible to require brake application by pressure drop in the BP, the operation 
being the same as previously explained. 

 

 

"Presse-bouton" type driver’s brake valve: neutral position 

 

When the neutral switch is placed back on the "Service" position, the neutral magnet valve is de-energized; the 
control circuit of the neutral valve is supplied again, which in turn leads to opening this valve and enabling air 
supply to the BP. 

Deactivation 

When the driver deactivates the driving cab, the electric power supply of the driver’s brake valve is switched 
off. The brake application magnet valve is de-energized, which leads to a complete venting of the ER, thus of 
the BP (by means of the main relay valve). 

Back-up control 

The weak point of the PBA/PBL driver’s brake valve remains the electric control of the pressure in the ER 
(although its reliability is high). This is the reason why most of the vehicles equipped with this type of driver’s 
brake valve are also equipped with a back-up control that makes it possible to control the ER pressure in a 
pure pneumatic way. 



This control is ensured by means of a specific back-up brake handle (EMUs and DMUs) or by means of the 
direct brake handle (locomotives), in both cases after actuation of a three ways cock installed under the 
driver’s desk. It shall be noted that in case of activation of the back-up control on the locomotives, the direct 
brake becomes unavailable (the direct brake handle being used for back-up control). 

The back-up brake control handle is in fact a pneumatic switching valve (so called "Pilotair" type) with three 
stable positions (brake application, coasting, brake release). Which make it possible to directly vent the ER 
(brake application, to keep its pressure stable (coasting) or to supply it with the pressure generated by the 
pressure reducing valve (brake release). The operation is then identical as when controlled by the brake 
handle, the main relay valve being in charge of reproducing in the BP the pressure variations observed in the 
ER. 

A particularity of BB 26000 and BB 36000 shall be noted: the direct brake (see page on the brake equipment 
of a locomotive) being also electrically controlled, these locomotives are equipped, as back-up braking control, 
with a second (but simplified) driver’s brake valve which offers a much higher availability. 

Case of analogic driver’s brake valves 

The operation of an analogic driver’s brake valve with electronic control (analogic or digital type) is based on 
the same principles as above. 

The main difference is that the ER pressure is here no more controlled by two simple magnet valves, but by: 

• Either a moderable magnet valve – It’s a component which output pressure is proportional to the 
current supplied to its coil. The electronic unit will thus adjust the current as a function of the brake 
handle position to obtain the required pressure in the ER, thus in the BP. This type of driver’s brake 
valve equips in particular the TGV-SE and the Z2N and TER2N EMUs. 

• Or an analogic converter – It’s a set of two magnet valves (or two proportional valves) associated to a 
pressure sensor. Based on the brake handle position, the electronic unit will alternately control the 
magnet valves (or the proportional valves) in order to get the required pressure in the ER (thus in the 
BPO), a closed loop regulation being ensured thanks to the pressure sensor. 

 


